: Input (top) and filtered data (bottom) obtained using our Shock Filter advection. Applied to the colors of an image (left) the filtering process enhances the edges. Applied to the normals (right) the filter accentuates creases in the geometry.
Introduction
Over the past decades, numerous filters have been proposed for enhancing images and geometry. An important aim of many of these filters is edge-enhancement -generating a new image or surface that accentuates the boundaries separating smooth regions. In this work, we revisit the early Shock Filters proposed by Osher and Rudin [OR90] for image-processing and provide an interpretation of the origi- nal filter that results in a simple and robust implementation that is easily generalized to geometry-processing.
In Osher and Rudin's original implementation, the filtering is performed by evolving the image under a non-linear PDE that preserves extrema, encourages sharp discontinuities at edges, and becomes smooth everywhere else. Due to the non-linear nature of the PDE, time-integration requires careful implementation so as to avoid instabilities. As we show, the PDE used for Shock Filters can be understood as describing the advection of a signal along a flow. Thus, we are able to compute an unconditionally stable solution, taking arbitrarily large steps for the time-integration, without having to solve a linear system. Furthermore, the ability to implement advection over meshes makes our approach extend easily to signals on surfaces in 3D.
Casting Shock Filters in terms of advection provides several important contributions, including: A robust and simple implementation; An extension to filtering signals on surfaces; And a formulation that facilitates analysis.
We discuss these contributions in the remainder of the paper. We begin with a brief review of Shock Filters, as well as other techniques for enhancing images and geometry ( §2). We present the relationship between Shock Filters and advection, providing an analysis of the underlying PDE ( §3). We describe how the advection formulation can be extended to surfaces, enabling both the processing of signals over meshes as well as the processing of the geometry itself ( §4). We discuss performance and compare to related methods ( §5) and summarize our contributions ( §6).
Review
Introduced more than two decades ago, Shock Filters [OR90] formulate image-processing as a PDE which evolves the image towards a steady-state solution which is piecewise smooth with sharp discontinuities (shocks) forming along edges. The PDE holds extrema fixed and evolves concave-up (resp.concave-down) regions towards their local minima (resp. maxima).
Shock Filters have been made more robust in recent work and have included an unconditionally stable implementations that uses an implicit time-integrator to solve the PDE coupled with anisotropic diffusion [AM94] , regularized implementations that are more stable in the presence of signal noise [GSZ02] , and fast implementations using smoothed histograms [VAKMS12].
In addition to Shock Filters, a variety of methods for edge-aware filtering have been proposed. Anisotropic diffusion [PM90, ALM92] smooths the image while constraining the diffusion not to cross edges. Bilateral filtering [TM98] replaces a pixel with the weighted average of its neighbors, adapting the weights so that more smoothing occurs between pixels on the "same side" of an edge. Laplacian sharpening [BCCZ08] amplifies high-frequency content. And, L 0 gradient minimization [XLXJ11] solves for the image which matches the input but has sparse gradients.
Though initially proposed for image-processing, many of these approaches have since been adapted to editing surface geometry, including anisotropic diffusion of geometry [CDR00, BXBT02] and normals [TWBO02], bilateral mesh denoising [FDCO03] , and Laplacian/spectral sharpening [VL08, CLB * 09].
More recently, there has also been a significant body of work that leverages priors, learned either from the image itself, frames of a video, or a large database of images, to perform edge-aware processing [Fat07, SXS08, SLJT08, FF10].
Though unconditionally stable solutions for PDEs have been proposed in numerous image-processing applications, these are often obtained through the solution of a large linear system. In contrast, our approach only requires tracing values along flow-lines. Thus, much like Stam's Unconditionally Stable Fluids [Sta99, Sta03] , our method can use arbitrarily large time-steps and generalizes to meshes.
Shock Filters and Advection of Images
In this section we describe the relationship between Shock Filters and advection and show how this leads to a simple, unconditionally stable, implementation.
Shock Filters
The partial differential equation describing the timeevolution of a signal I under the Shock Filter is given by:
Here L is an edge-detector such as the Laplacian or the second derivative of I t along the direction of the gradient:
(with H t the Hessian of I t ) and F is a sign-preserving reweighting of the edge-detection response.
Intuitively, the incorporation of the ∇I t term ensures that the time derivative is zero when the gradient vanishes, so that local extrema are fixed under the evolution. And, the sign-preservation of F ensures that the time derivative is negative (resp. positive) in regions that are concave-up (resp. concave-down) so that these regions evolve towards their local minima (resp. maxima).
Advection
Re-writing Equation 1 we get:
Thus, the PDE governing Shock Filters is precisely the PDE describing the advection of the signal I along the vector field
The relationship between shock filters and advection in 1D is briefly alluded to in [AM94] , though implications are not pursued.)
In particular, setting F to be the identity and L to be the edge-detector
we obtain a particularly simple expression for the PDE:
This gives a simple, trivially parallelizable, implementation that approximates running a Shock Filter for time t by linearizing the problem and back-tracing along flow-lines:
Figure 2 compares the results of the filtering on an image of a market scene, with zoom-ins highlighting details in (a) the input, (b) the steady-state solution of the Shock Filter PDE [OR90] , and (c) the steady-state solution of our advection. As the images show, our results are hard to distinguish from those obtained by solving the Shock Filter PDE.
Properties
Formulating Shock Filters in terms of advection provides an interpretation of the filtering process in terms of the potential P = ∇I 2 . Specifically, by flowing the image values along the gradients of this potential, we fix the signal values at the local minima of the potential (incuding the points where the gradient of I vanishes) and advect the values everywhere else towards the local maxima, thereby pushing the change in pixel values towards points where the gradient magnitude is already extremal. Additionally, this formulation makes several properties of Shock Filters easier to see:
Unconditional Stability Since advection sets the values in the new image by sampling the old image, instabilities cannot arise, regardless of the step-size t.
Preservation of Extrema Since u vanishes when the gradient is zero, values of local minima/maxima are not changed by the flow. Furthermore, assuming that the flow is bounded, u ≤ γ < ∞, we know that after advecting for time ε, the value at a point p must be sampled from a disk of radius at most ε · γ about p. Thus, since the value at a local extremum is fixed under the flow and since the values of neighboring points are obtained by sampling from a neighborhood of the local extremum, the local extremum will continue to be a local extremum (with the same value) after advection.
Total Variation Preservation (TVP) in 1D Letting π t (p) be the map giving the position of a point that starts at p and flows with u t for time t, we get:
Then, the total variation becomes:
(with the second equality deriving from a change of variables and the fact that the determinant of π t cannot be negative).
While the advection formulation makes it clear that Shock Filtering is TVP in 1D, it also suggests that it will not be in 2D. In particular, the advected image satisfies:
However, the condition that should be satisfied to ensure preservation of total variation is:
Less formally, advection acts on gradients by scaling them by the reciprocal of the differential change of length along the flow-line. In contrast, total variation preservation requires that gradients be scaled by the reciprocal of the differential change in area. In general, these two definitions differ, with agreement implying that flow-lines are parallel.
Defining the Flow
We conclude by discussing the definition of the flow u. We defer details of the spatial discretization to Appendix A.
Multi-Channel Signals Though one can apply the advection to multi-channel signals by processing the channels independently, we have found that it is often preferable to couple the channels so that the values in the different channels evolve together. Our advection formulation ensures that this happens so long as we use the same flow field u to define the filtering. In particular, given a multi-channel image I(p) = I 1 (p), . . . , I d (p) , we define the flow field as:
Multi-Step Advection Our implementation only approximates Shock Filters as we fix the flow, setting u t ≡ u 0 . A more faithful implementation can be obtained by performing multiple (short) advection steps and updating the flow to u t ≡ 1 2 ∇ ∇I t 2 after each step. While the naive approach for generating I t+1 is to step back along u t for a unit of time and sample image I t at the back-traced position, we have found that repeated sampling leads to undesirable smoothing. Instead, we compose the flows, taking a unit step back along u t , then a unit step back along u t−1 , etc., and only then sampling the input image, I 0 , at the back-traced position. (Noting that the first t steps taken in estimating I t+1 (p) are the same t steps taken in estimating I t (p), we obtain an efficient implementation by storing and updating the source position for each pixel p.) Figure 3 compares these implementations, showing results with the updated flow u t ≡ 1 2 ∇ ∇I t 2 , using naive (top) and composed (middle) implementations, as well as the results using the fixed flow u t ≡ u 0 (bottom). As the figure shows, the naive implementation loses fine feature detail over time, while results with flow composition are hard to distinguish from those obtained using a fixed flow field.
Robustness to Noise As pointed out in [GSZ02] , a challenge of using Shock Filters is that the definition is sensitive to noise. Using our advection formulation, this instability can be removed by smoothing the flow field u before performing the advection. (Visualizations are shown in the next section, for applications in geometry processing.)
Extending to Surfaces
Using the SignalProcess algorithm we can also apply Shock Filters to processing signals on a surface by estimating the gradient to define the potential and the flow and then advecting. (Discretization details are described in Appendix A.) Figure 4 shows a visualization of advection in filtering the texture on the "Pleo" model. As with images, advection produces a texture with enhanced edges, converging to a stable steady-state solution as the flow time goes to infinity.
Geometry Processing
Treating the normals of a mesh as the signal, we can sharpen the geometry by first sharpening the normals using the SignalProcess algorithm and then solving for the new geometry that best fits the normal field. 
(In our evaluations we fix the regularization term ε = 1.)
Figures 5 and 6 show the results of our Shock Filter advection on the "David" and "Chinese Dragon" models. Figure 5 shows the results of the sharpening with increasing time steps while Figure 6 shows the steady-state solution obtained by performing increasing number of passes of umbrella smoothing on the potential before advecting. As the figures show, the approach is stable, providing more pronounced sharpening as advection time is increased. (With the exception of the results in Figure 2 we use a single smoothing pass in our evaluations.)
Remark Using the normals (N x , N y , N z ) as the signal, the potential ( ∇N x 2 + ∇N y 2 + ∇N z 2 ) is the sum of the squares of the principal curvatures. Thus, in the context of geometry processing, Shock Filters advect the normals so that discontinuities occur at extrema of total curvature.
Remark In sampling the normals at the back-traced positions we can either use nearest-point sampling (copying the normal from the triangle containing the back-traced position) or linear interpolation (initially averaging the per-face normals to the vertices to get a per-vertex signal and then interpolating using the barycentric coordinates of the backtraced position). As shown in Figure 7 , linear interpolation has the desirable property of removing high-frequency noise from the signal and we use this approach in our evaluations.
This is further highlighted in Figure 8 which shows the results of Shock Filter advection applied to the "Monkeys" dataset [Pau12] . In this example, sampling with linear interpolation removes the high-frequency noise resulting from the structure-from-motion reconstruction and the steady state solution robustly advects the normals so that curvature concentrates along the edges of the model.
Performance
In this section we evaluate the performance of our method. All results were obtained using an Intel Core i7-4710MQ processor with 16 GB of RAM, parallelized across eight (hyper) threads using OpenMP [DM98] . For geometry- processing applications where we fit vertex positions to the sharpened normals, we solve the linear system using 25 iterations of a diagonally preconditioned Conjugate Gradients solver, initialized with the original vertex positions.
Image-Processing
We begin by considering applications of our advection formulation of Shock Filters to image-processing.
As demonstrated in Section 3, Osher and Rudin's PDE and our advection formulation provide different implementations of the same image sharpening technique. An advantage of the advection formulation is that the computational effort in determining a pixel's value adapts to the length of the stream-line traversed when back-tracing the flow. In contrast, the PDE formulation requires the same computational effort of each pixel. We evaluate the benefit of using advection by measuring the steady-state convergence rate, I t − I 0 / I ∞ − I 0 , as a function of the time required to compute I t . Figure 9 plots the convergence rates of the two methods for the 2848 × 2136 image in Figure 2 , sampling at time steps t = 2 k with k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 9} and approximating I ∞ by I 2048 . As the plots show, while advection is slightly less efficient than the PDE solution at short time steps, the ability to adapt computation to stream-line length makes it significantly faster when computing the steady-state solution.
Remark As the flow u = 1 2 ∇P is curl-free, stream-lines cannot form cycles and we expect the back-traced paths to eventually terminate at sources. This is corroborated by Figure 9 Table 1 : Processing times for image sharpening (in seconds) using naive sampling, flow composition, and a fixed flow field, as a function of time step.
which shows that the run-time of our (fixed flow) implementation approaches a constant as flow time increases.
In Figure 3 we showed that though our implementation uses a fixed flow field, it generates results that are nearly identical to those obtained when the flow field is updated at each time step. We have chosen to use the fixed flow field because we have found that most stream lines tend to be short so that run-time grows sub-linearly with the flow duration. In contrast, updating the flow at each time-step gives run-times that are linear in the duration of the flow.
This can be seen in Table 1 which gives the run-times for sharpening the 1368 × 1824 image in Figure 3 , demonstrating the sub-linear complexity (in flow time) of the fixed flowfield implementation. In contrast, updating the flow-field (regardless of whether it is done by naively sampling from the previous solution or by using the composite flow and sampling from the input) has linear complexity.
Comparison to filtering/diffusion methods As with Shock Filters, edge-preserving image filtering operators (e.g. [PM90, ALM92, TM98, TT99]) encourage the gradient field to concentrate along sharp edges in the input. Away from these edges, however, they tend to smooth out the image and are commonly used to extract texture layer hierarchies [BPD06, FFDLS08, SSD09, CM11] . Figure 10 highlights this distinction by comparing our method to existing edge-preserving operators. While all methods preserve the Table 2 : Processing times (in seconds) for sharpening geometry color and positions, as a function of time step.
silhouette boundaries like the slats and the saucer, the filtering approaches tend to lose detail in areas like the reflection, whereas Shock Filtering tends to enhance it.
Geometry-Processing
In extending our advection formulation of Shock Filters to geometry-processing, we find similar performance, whether we are sharpening per-vertex colors or the geometry itself. Table 2 gives the running times for processing the colors on the 213K vertex "Pleo" model ( Figure 4 ) and the normals on the 2M vertex "David" model ( Table 3 : Break-down of processing time (in seconds) for sharpening geometry, as a function of smoothing passes.
processing, we find that the computational complexity is sub-linear in the duration of the flow, with run-times approaching a constant as flow time is increased. (Note that for the "David" results, fitting vertex positions to the sharpened normals requires setting up and solving a screened Poisson equation, which takes an additional 9.3 seconds on average.) Finally, Table 3 gives a break-down of the running times for the different phases of sharpening the positions of the 656K vertex "Chinese Dragon" mesh ( Figure 6 ), using a time step of t = 2048 and varying the number of smoothing passes. As expected, the running times for computing (PreProcessing) and solving (Geometry Fitting) the screened Poisson system are constant independent of the number of smoothing passes, while the cost of computing the flow field (Flow Computation) grows linearly with the number of smoothing passes.
We also note that the time required for back-tracing along flow lines (Advection) grows with the number of smoothing passes. We believe that this is because successive smoothing passes remove (non-persistent) sources/sinks so that points back-trace longer paths to reach the steady-state.
Comparison to bilateral and mean-shift filters In Figure 11 we compare our approach to the geometry filtering methods of Solomon et al.
[SCBW14] on two noisy "frog" datasets [Sol08] , comparing the results of bilateral filtering (second column), mean-shift filtering (third column), and Shock Filter advection (fourth column). For low amplitude noise, all three successfully clean the data, and Shock Filter advection additionally sharpens the edges. For larger amplitude noise, bilateral filtering and Shock Filter advection fail to clean the data. However, by mollifying the normal field in a pre-processing step (by performing two passes of Laplacian smoothing on the normals while keeping the vertex positions unchanged) [JDD03] , we get a signal that is successfully sharpened with Shock Filter advection (last column).
We stress that though our approach is robust to noise, it is not designed for mesh-denoising. We expect that when the input is noisy, applying state-of-the-art denoising techniques in a pre-processing step will improve the quality of the sharpened geometry.
Conclusion
We present a novel interpretation of Shock Filters as a PDE describing image advection. We show that this interpretation provides a simple and unconditionally stable implementation that extends to signal processing on triangle meshes. In the future, we would like to consider several extensions:
• We would like to explore other approaches for performing the advection (e.g. [AWO * 14]).
• We would like to extend our work to the gradient-domain context by adapting the implementation to flow signal gradients, rather than values.
• Leveraging ideas from optical flow [LK81] , we would like to explore a hierarchical extension, estimating the flow at coarser resolutions and using the low-resolution flow for advecting at higher resolutions. Using such an approach, it may be possible to "jump over" small edges at the finer resolution in order to converge at larger silhouettes. 
